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BRINGING
A LITTLE BIT
OF EDEN TO
YOUR SCHOOL
The Eden Project and The Planet
Mark: Working in partnership
to deliver virtual sustainability
workshops for Primary schools.

Find out more...

www.theplanetmark.co.uk | 07789789886 | kelly.blackburn@planetfirst.co.uk

The Planet Mark | The Eden Project
The Planet Mark is a sustainability certification
which recognises continuous improvements,
encourages action, and builds an empowered
community of like-minded individuals.
The Eden Project, an educational charity,
connects us with each other and the living
world, exploring how we can work towards a
better future.
Its visitor destination in Cornwall, UK, is
nestled in a huge crater. Here, massive Biomes
housing the largest rainforest in captivity,
stunning plants, exhibitions and stories serve
as a backdrop to striking contemporary
gardens, summer concerts and exciting yearround family events.

About the Workshops
Our joint approach fosters a deep connection
to the natural world. Research shows that
children who are more connected to nature
are more likely to adopt pro-environmental
behaviours. The planet is facing challenges on
an unprecedented scale. Our shared objective is
to create a future that we all want to live in by:
•
•
•
•

Understanding our connection to, and
dependency on, the natural world.
Using this connection to motivate
engagement.
Developing sustainability thinking skills to
inform that engagement.
Understand how our actions can make a
difference.

Children in a changing climate
Grown from Eden’s experience of working with
hundreds of thousands of young people and
their teachers, we considered what skills and
attributes people need to thrive now and into
the future, and how we can best teach them.

Introduction to the Eden Project and The Planet Mark: A bespoke version of an introductory
PowerPoint will be provided for your school to introduce the children to the sessions, accompanied
by a film (hosted on Eden’s YouTube channel).
Live virtual workshops: Led by an Eden Education Officer over MS Teams or Zoom. Each
of these sessions will provide a combination of live interaction, presentation, task setting and
feedback. These are whole-class live sessions delivered to your classroom computer and big
screen. Class teachers will be provided with all the information they need and a set of printable
resources for each session. As part of this programme Eden will work with your school for a day
delivering your choice of the following sessions to the same or different classes. Each session
lasts one hour, delivered to a class at a time, with three sessions available in a day.
Workshop: Rainforest Connections

Workshop
Rainforest Connections

Year group
4-6

ClimateSustainability
Response
Sussing
Rainforest
Connections

Challenge
Pupils are invited to
describe the ways in
which we are connected
to rainforests and explain
what its inhabitants
can teach us about
how to preserve its rich
biodiversity.

ClimateSustainability
Response
Sussing
Rainforest
Connections

Theme
Explores the interrelated nature of
humans and the rainforest.
Looks at symbiotic relationships
between plants and animals to identify
how we can work together to protect
the rainforest and the species that call
it home.

Book your free workshops

* https://uk.reuters.com
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System Requirements: You will need to be using a suitable digital platform and A.V. equipment that enables us to reach
you and teach your class effectively. We are experienced with most systems commonly used for teaching and will liaise with
you about technical and practical considerations before the session.

